
S I Z E  M A T T E R S

When it comes to choosing the right yarn,

size does matter. 

 

Even if all the other variables are in good

order (washability and fiber content), it's

important to take a close look at the

yardage and weight of the yarn the pattern

recommends, and compare it to the

yardage and weight of the yarn you'd like

to use instead. 

 

In fact, when it comes to making a
substitution, yardage vs weight
compatibility is often the most
important consideration. Even if you feel

like walking on the wild side with your fiber

content and washability, I don't

recommend throwing the rules out the

window on this one. 

 

The truth is, the more similar your yarn is,

the better your results will be for creating

the kind of fabric your sweater is meant to

have. And remember - the right fabric

leads to better gauge, drape and fit.

 

Want to create a different fabric? Cool

beans - but try achieving that through the

fiber content or washability, rather than

the actual weight of the yarn.
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W E I G H T

So let's talk about what it means to

compare apples to apples when it comes

to skeins of yarn. 

 

Though yarn can come in a variety of

different skein weights, I like to compare

100g to 100g to keep it simple. This means

if Yarn A comes in 50g balls and Yarn B

comes in 100g skeins, you'll want to double

up the 50g balls to see the yardage in 100g

of that yarn. 

 

An example:
50g of Herbswind Tasmanian wool

fingering weight measures 181 yards/165 m

 

100g of Three Irish Girls Adorn Luxe

Merino/Nylon fingering weight measures

430 yards/393 m

 

If I were to compare these two yarns to

determine if one would be a good

substitute for the other, I would double the

yardage of the 50g balls to find its 100g

measurement. 

 

181 yards in 50g = 362 yards in 100g

 

The difference between 362 yards in 100

grams of the Herbstwind vs. 430 yards in

the Adorn Luxe is significant. Would they

make a good exchange? Likely not.

 

Best Sweater Ever



A  R U L E  O F  T H U M B

There will always be a random unicorn yarn

that can defy the odds, but as a general

rule I recommend choosing a yarn that is

within 10-15 yards in either direction of the

recommended yarn for best results. The

closer you get, the better. This will make it

easier to get the recommended gauge and

create the right fabric for the sweater you

are about to knit.

 

Needless to say, don't assume the yarn
you want to use is a special unicorn - most
likely it's not.
 

If you've been swatching up a storm and

still can't get gauge, this is the likely culprit. 

 

Rather than trying to force a yarn to do

what you want it to, consider finding a

better yarn for the job and saving those

special skeins for something else. But if you
swatch the yarn, the fabric feels right for
the project AND you've got gauge - then
by all means, go for it.
 

Tip: If one of the yarns you'd like to use

comes in 115g instead of 100g, simply

divide the yardage of the 115g skein by 4

(because 115g = 4 oz) to get the yardage per

ounce. Then multiply that number by 3.5 to

find the yardage in 100g (3.5 oz). For

example: 250 yards in 115 g/4 oz. 

250/4 oz = 62.5 yards per oz

62.5 x 3.5 oz = 218.75 yards in 100g (3.5 oz)
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T I M E  T O  I N V E S T I G A T E

Best Sweater Ever

What is the yardage and weight of the yarn

your pattern recommends?

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write down the yardage and weight of 5

other possible yarns you might like to use

(look in your stash or online for details, or

visit your LYS), instead. Don't skip this part
- it's important. Take a close look at yarns

you might normally use as a substitute and

compare them. 

 

 

 



W I N N E R ,  W I N N E R

Of the yarns you've selected, which ones

are a definite "no" based on yardage/weight

and which ones seem like a good option?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Is there a clear winner?

 

 

 

 

 

Remember, there is so much more to the

weight of yarn than the label (worsted,

fingering, DK). In order to create a similar

fabric and get predictable results in your

garment, look for weight and yardage that

closely resembles (with 10 yards in either

direction, if possible) the yarn the pattern

suggests.
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K E E P  I N  M I N D

Best Sweater Ever

Back in the day, labels for yarn weights (like

worsted, DK, sport, etc...) were more

standardized than they are now. These

days we use those terms to describe

general categories of yarn weight, but they

are not a good way to determine whether

or not a specific yarn is right for your

project. 

 

Don't be afraid to select a yarn that calls

itself DK in place of a worsted weight yarn

in a pattern; if you've checked that it's a

reasonable substitution for fiber content

and the yardage vs. weight is a good

match, you will most likely be successful

using it as a substitute for your pattern. 

 

G I V E  I T  A  T R Y

Try swatching with two yarns from very

different ends of the same yarn weight

spectrum (i.e. two fingering weight yarns

with dramatically different yardage), then

swatch with two yarns that are similar in

weight/yardage. Notice the difference in

the way the fabric feels. Hold them up to

the light and notice how much light comes

through in one versus the other. 

 

You'll never again have to wonder if a yarn

will work for your project - you now have

the tools to find out.

 

 


